The evidence is accumulating that dinucleotide steps other than AA/TT affect DNA flexure of A n T m (m + n > = 4) containing fragments. However, it is not clear whether macroscopic DNA flexure without AA/TT steps might occur. In this paper we demonstrate the anomaly in electrophoretic mobility of non AA/TT repetitive DNA sequences which is a function of sequence phasing. Therefore, our results show that PyPu (TA) and AG/CT steps, angulary separated by close to 180 degrees from Pu/Py (GC) and GG/CC steps, bend DNA, even in the absence of A n T m tracts.
INTRODUCTION
Anomalous migration of repetitive DNA sequences in nondenaturing polyacrylamide gels offers a convenient and sensitive method for the detection of DNA flexure at the 10 2 base pair scale. Based on experimental results, several models describing sequence dependent DNA flexure were developed. One group of models describes the curvature of DNA in terms of localized bends between essentially straight segments of DNA (B and B', repectively), with the typical pattern of A n T m tracts (n+m>=4) as B' segments, spaced with helical periodicity (1 -4) . The other group describes DNA curvature in terms of 'wedges' for ten different dinucleotide steps, assigning values of roll and tilt (5,6,7), roll (8) or roll and twist angles (9) to each step. Both experimental and theoretical data, based on electrophoretic mobility anomaly, suggest that DNA flexure depends on the existence of periodically spaced A n T m tracts, or AA/TT dinucleotide steps (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (10) (11) (12) . Structural details responsible for A n T m bending are not known as judged by the assay with hydroxyl radicals (13) and crystallographic study data (14, 15) . Recent evidence suggests that base steps other than ApA also influence electrophoretic mobility of A,,T m containing DNA fragments (16) (17) (18) . The influence of non AA/TT containing DNA on DNA flexure is less clear (19, 20, 21) and it was the aim of our paper to test whether macroscopic DNA flexure is necessarily connected with AA/TT dinucleotide steps, or A n T m tracts.The rationale for sequence design was to obtain sinusoidallike arrangement of roll angle values without AA/TT, where, dinucleotide steps with higher rolls, as TA (9, 14) and AG/CT (15, 22) , were followed by those with lower angle values GC (23, 24) and GG/CC (25) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Three pairs of complementary oligonucleotides (5'AGGGCCC-TAG3'; 5'AGGGCCCCTAG3' and 5'AGGGGCCCTAGAGG-GCCCTAG3') were chemically syntesized using an Applied Biosystems 381A, and purified on 20% denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Complementary oligonucleotides (0.6 /tg//tl) were kinased separately in a total volume of 10 yX (70mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6), lOmM MgCl 2 and 5mM dithiothreitol) with 10 /tCi of (gamma 32 P) ATP (SA > 3000Ci/mmol) and 6 units of T4 polynucleotide kinase at 37°C during 15 minutes, and another 15 minutes with 5nM of cold ATP and 6 units of T4 polynucleotide kinase. Complementary oligonucleotides were mixed and mixture was heated to 60°C and cooled slowly to form hybrids. Two /tl of kinased mixture were used in ligation reaction with 1 unit of T4 DNA ligase in a total volume of 10 /tl (70mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6), lOmM MgCl 2 amd 5mM dithiotreitol), plus 2,3nM cold ATP. The ligation reaction was allowed to proceed 0.5 to 4 hours at room temperature. Ligated products were run on 8% polyacrylamide gels (mono:bis acrylamide ratio = 29:1; 90mM Tris-borate, lOmM EDTA, pH 8.3). The applied voltage was 7 V/cm and electrophoresis was carried at 22°C.
RESULTS
Studies of crystallized oligomers suggest that the roll angles for particular non AA/TT dinucleotide steps have prefered values (14, 15, (22) (23) (24) (25) . To test the effect of these steps on DNA flexure, we constructed particular repeating sequence unit with sinusoidallike pattern of roll angles, as required for bending in a plane (9, 26) . The basic approach taken in the present study was to change the helical phasing of a particular non AA/TT repeating sequence, in order to determine its phase dependence (27) . The difference between helical and sequence repeat length results in superhelical twisting of DNA and reduction of the flexure in the plane (7, 9, (26) (27) (28) . Three oligomers with different sequence repeat lengths (s= 10, 11 and 21), were designed. Sequences of constructed oligomers were as follows: 5'AGGGCCCTAG3' for 10-mer, 5'AGGGGCCCTAG3' for ll-merand5'AGGGCCC-TAGAGGGGCCCTAG3' for 2l-mer, the last being a combination of 10-and 1 l-mer. Oligomers were ligated and the ligation products were run on 8% nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel, under standard conditions (Fig.l) . The values of retardation coefficients (R) depend on the length of repeating sequence unit ( Fig.2.) . Migration anomaly is observed with 21-mer, with R=1.22 (+/-0.02). Although modest compared to those of ApA-containing repeating sequence DNAs, this value is reproducible in three independent runs. Furthermore, the constructed 21 -mer shows the strongest mobility anomaly in the 'family' of non AA/TT DNAs (19, 21) . Thus, our data show that a macroscopic DNA flexure can be achieved by phasing of some sequence and helical repeats, even in the absence of A n T n tracts.
DISCUSSION
Local bending of non AA/TT steps, characterized mainly by roll, was detected by crystallographic studies (14, 15, (22) (23) (24) (25) . When detected by electrophoretic mobility assay, retardation of non AA/TT containing DNA was very modest and it was not clear whether it originated from DNA flexure (20, 21) . Our intention was to obtain macroscopic curvature by propagating local helical distortions, caused by roll angles of non AA/TT steps, in phase with helical repeat. Observed mobility anomaly of constructed non AA/TT containing fragments, depends on phasing of sequence and helical repeat length. The 'phasing function' resulted in greater plane-curvature for 21-mer, compared to 10-and 11-mer. As judged by these results, fenomenon of macroscopic DNA flexure is not necessarily connected with existence of ApA steps.
It is important to note that our sequence contains neto positive roll angle difference between PyPu (TA) and PuPy (GC) steps. PyPu type of dinucleotide steps are shown by conformational analysis to bend the DNA by compressing the major groove, while with PuPy steps compress the minor groove, (8, 30) although not with same intensity. Positive roll angle difference between AG/CT and GG/CC steps also contributes to the macroscopic DNA flexure, which is predictable from crystallographic data of oligonucleotides (15, 22, 25) . When these roll angle differences were separated by close to 180 degrees, macroscopc curvature was detected. Therefore, our results show that PyPu (TA) and AG/CT steps, with higher roll angle values compared to Pu/Py (GC) and GG/CC steps, not only modulate, but can bend DNA, even in the absence of A n T m tracts. The fact that gel mobility anomaly is more pronounced in the presence of A n T m tracts, indicates that not only angular characteristics, but the greater rigidity of those tracts influence macroscopic DNA flexure (14, 15, 31) .
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